INTERFAITH AFFIRMATIONS & PRINCIPLES
The students and staff of All-Faiths Seminary International agree to abide by these six guiding principles:

1. **We affirm the truth in all faiths and religious paths.**
   The rainbow’s beauty consists of its many hues, and the grandeur of a symphony in its many instrumental harmonies and coloration. Unity does not mean uniformity.

2. **We affirm our belief that seeking attunement to Spirit is the highest goal of conscious living.**
   Spiritual living unfolds our inner human possibilities and helps the individual to freely grow toward realizing his or her highest Self. We support and encourage whatever spiritual practices contribute positively to the unique creative growth of every person.

3. **We affirm an inclusive vision of “We.”**
   We experience ourselves as part of the global human family. Old dichotomies of “us” versus “them” do not serve the healing of the world.

4. **We affirm the essential goodness of the human being.**
   Each of us is an expression of Divine Nature as we each understand Divinity. As we individually and collectively move toward greater awareness and understanding of Spirit, we become deeper reflections of that Spirit within us and in the world around us.

5. **We affirm that each person, indeed all life, is a part of the healing of the world.**
   We have faith in the ultimate healing of the planet. Each of us, as we fulfill our own highest good, brings this healing vision nearer to reality.

6. **We affirm the value of Interfaith interactions as enriching our awareness of Spirit in the world.**
   The practice of a faith’s approach in religion offers great prospects as a unifying vehicle to aid in the world’s healing through spiritual awakening.